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Print preservation strategies:

Last copy agreements / Offsite storage facilities
Management and metadata tied to catalogue
Function embedded in “technical services” and collections
Covers scholarly and “trade” publications 
Mandate of academic/research and national libraries
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Preservation strategies for digitized books:

Large scale and boutique
Page image is core unit of preservation
Managed in large-scale bespoke preservation systems (IA/HT) 
as well as institutional-scale tools (Fedora/Islandora)
Still tightly bound to catalogue as metadata source
Function embedded in IT and digital scholarship units
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Preservation strategies for software embedded books:

No viable solutions in place
Legal deposit may be the only hope
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Preservation strategies for born-digital books:

Modelled on e-journal preservation systems (e.g. Portico, 
CLOCKSS)
Use of the OAIS reference model, PREMIS, BITS and other digital 
preservation best practices
Publisher endorsed and supported – mostly scholarly publishers
Function entrusted to third parties outside the library



Definitions and Decisions I

• 1 book = 1 Archival Information Unit 
(AIU) 

Archival Information 
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book files 
(whole books, chapters/sections, or 

addition/update/correction)

Supplementary 
files

Original 
metadata

Preservation 
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Definitions and Decisions II

• Multiple AIUs will be linked together as 
an Archival Information Collection 
(AIC)
– Accounts for updates and corrections  

Archival 
Information Unit 

(AIU) Archival 
Information 

Collection (AIC)

Archival 
Information Unit 

(AIU)



• Automates preservation processing 
workflow for creating standards-
compliant archival packages 

• Performs automatic preservation 
processes such as fixity checking, file 
identification, metadata extraction 
and creation

Definitions and Decisions III



Workflow I



Workflow II



Workflow III
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The fundamental archival unit for 
e-book content is a book. [1]

[1] Amy Kirchhoff and Sheila Morrissey, “Portico Content Type Action Plan: E-Book Content,” last 
modified March 22, 2016, http://www.portico.org/digital-preservation/wp-
content/uploads/2011/03/Portico-Content-Type-Action-Plan-E-Book-Content.pdf

A book is a long-form text with 
recognizable paratextual
elements such as a table of 
contents, chapters, and notes.

Fluidity among formats



A unified model for the preservation of 
Books?

• Could the OAIS model for digital preservation 
be use as a framework for print preservation?

• Could we use a common vocabulary for 
capturing information about preservation 
actions?

• Could we build a registry that indicated for 
any book what its preservation status was 
regardless of what formats it exists in?


